1. We denote by Xh i n in contravariant null vectors, as h takes the values 1 to n, that is 9ijXhIXhI = 0, (1) where gij are the components of the metric tensor of the space.
Here and throughout this paper when in an expression there is the same upper and lower index, as i and j in (1), the term stands for the sum of terms as the index takes the values 1 to n.
We write equation (1) in the form XhIiXhIi = 0.
(2) We introduce the equation Xhlij = XhjiXhIj + Xhli1AhIj + XhIj1Ahli (3) where Ah I are the covariant components of a vector to be specified later and XhI i,.
denotes the covariant derivative with respect to xj of the vector Xhl i. This notation is used throughout this paper.
Since the right-hand expression in equation (3) (7) which is obtained by differentiating covariantly with respect to x" equation (2), to within a factor 2 the result is
Hence the vectors Xhli and Mihi are orthogonal to one another.3
When the second of equations (8) is differentiated covariantly with respect to xi and in the resulting equation
Xh iIhji,j + MAlhiXhI ,j = 0 the quantity Xhl j is replaced by its expression from equation (6), by means of equation (8) (17) by means of which and the fact that R1 is symmetric in i and j6, one half the sum of equations (15) and (16) is By means of this equation the equation (9) becomes to within the factor xhlj l1 iA = 0, (21) that is Ih is a null-vector.
In accordance with this result, and equation (2) when equation (18) is multiplied by gii and summed for i and j, the result is6 R = giRi = 0.
(22) 6. When the process by which equation (6) is obtained from equation (3) When equation (19) is multiplied by Ahli and summed for i, in accordance with equation (8) and (21) 
